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Abstract. This paper proposes the deep convolution and correlated manifold em-
bedded distribution alignment (DC-CMEDA) model, which is able to realize the
transfer learning classification between and among various small datasets, and
greatly shorten the training time. First, pre-trained Resnet50 network is used for
feature transfer to extract smoke features because of the difficulty in training small
dataset of forest fire smoke; second, a correlated manifold embedded distribution
alignment (CMEDA) is proposed to register the smoke features in order to align the
input feature distributions of the source and target domains; and finally, a train-
able network model is constructed. This model is evaluated in the paper based
on satellite remote sensing image and video image datasets. Compared with the
deep convolutional integrated long short-term memory (DC-ILSTM) network, DC-
CMEDA has increased the accuracy of video images by 1.50 %, and the accuracy
of satellite remote sensing images by 4.00 %. Compared the CMEDA algorithm
with the ILSTM algorithm, the number of iterations of the former has decreased
to 10 times or less, and the algorithm complexity of CMEDA is lower than that of
ILSTM. DC-CMEDA has a great advantage in terms of convergence speed. The
experimental results show that DC-CMEDA can solve the problem of small sample
smoke dataset detection and recognition.

Keywords: Transfer learning, domain adaptation, deep convolution, small dataset,
forest fire smoke

1 INTRODUCTION

The research on smoke image detection technology mainly focuses on the classifica-
tion and recognition of smoke images through deep learning training. This method
has high classification accuracy, but a strong dependence on the dataset. It requires
that the training and test data meet independent and identical distributions, and it
needs enough training samples available. However, smoke images of different scenes
and different resolutions cannot meet the same and independent distribution. It
is also very expensive, and difficult to obtain many labeled sample images in dif-
ferent scenes. Therefore, this type of method requires training of various models,
which is time-consuming and labor-intensive. In addition, there is an overfitting
phenomenon in small sample scenario training. With the development of artificial
intelligence, smoke detection technology based on transfer learning has a good appli-
cation prospect. This technology is used to learn and train with large sample smoke
image data, and to popularize what is collected in small sample smoke images, which
not only reduces the time for model training, but also prevents overfitting.

The existing methods mainly proceed from the perspective of deep transfer learn-
ing. Literature [1] proposed a feature migration method based on isomorphic data
by taking ImageNet dataset as source data and using VGG16 model, which pro-
vided a feasible method for smoke detection and identification; literature [2] used
the pre-trained VGG16 network on the ImageNet dataset for effective smoke feature
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extraction, and proposed an integrated long-term and short-term memory network,
which uses this network to fuse smoke features in segments. Finally, a trainable
deep neural network model is constructed, which can be used for forest fire smoke
detection. This method uses pre-trained VGG16 model feature extraction, which
requires high requirements for sample dataset, and the model has a shallow net-
work depth and insufficient extraction of certain features, which will result in a low
accuracy of recognition and classification.

Literature [3] proposed a recursive convolutional neural network based on RNN
and successfully applied it in the field of video smoke detection; literature [4] in-
troduced the Inception-v3 network trained on the ImageNet dataset, first remove
and reset the last full connection layer in the Inception-v3 network, then freeze all
parameters of the convolutional layer and pooling layer in the previous hidden layer,
and then use the collected small smoke dataset for training to fine-tune the reset full
connection layer. Finally, the smoke detection model of deep transfer learning con-
volutional neural network is obtained. This method reduces the number of datasets
in the process of fine-tuning the fully connected layer, but it is still unable to accu-
rately identify the classification for small sample datasets; and the deep network is
complex, with many parameters, and the fine-tuning still takes a long time.

Another popular research area of transfer learning [5] at present is domain adap-
tation [6], which has a good effect on solving the problem of source domain data
calibration target domain data, achieves data classification, and has advantages in
the number of parameters and time consumption. The probability distribution adap-
tation method is mainly carried out from three aspects, namely: edge distribution
adaptation, conditional distribution adaptation, and joint distribution adaptation.
The earliest application of conditional distribution adaptation [7] to transfer learning
was achieved by domain adaptive of conditional probability models through feature
subsets, and then the Conditional Transition Component (CTC) [8] was modeled
to make the method get developed. Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) [9] ap-
plies edge distribution adaptation to transfer learning, and some scholars have ex-
tended the Transfer Component Analysis (TCA), such as ACA [10], DTMKL [12],
DME [13], CMD [14, 11], etc. Joint Distribution Alignment (JDA) [15] considers the
edge distribution and the conditional distribution at the same time, and the effect is
better, but the importance of the edge distribution and the conditional distribution
is not considered, and the default weights are equal. The proposal of Balanced Dis-
tribution Adaptation (BDA) [16] improves the Joint Distribution Alignment (JDA).
It considers the distribution adaptability between domains and enables the weight
of each class to be changed adaptively. This type of method registers the probability
distribution, but lacks consideration of subspace alignment. Therefore, its transfer
effect is limited for smoke detection and recognition.

In addition, the subspace learning method is a method of transforming the source
domain and the target domain to the same subspace, and then building a unified
model. It solves the problem of domain adaptation mainly from two aspects, which
are statistical property transformation and manifold learning [17]. In terms of sta-
tistical characteristics transformation, the Subspace Alignment (SA) [18] directly
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reduces the distance between the two domains by optimizing the mapping func-
tion that converts the source domain subspace to the target subspace to bring the
source domain subspace and the target domain subspace closer together. The Sub-
space Distribution Alignment (SDA) [19] adaptively expands SA by increasing the
subspace variance without considering the local attributes of the subspace, and ig-
nores the conditional distribution alignment; CORrelation Alignment (CORAL) [20]
aligns subspaces in second-order statistics without considering distribution align-
ment. Scatter Component Analysis (SCA) [21] minimizes the divergence between
them by converting the samples into a set of subspaces. In terms of manifold learn-
ing, the Sample Geodesic Flow (SGF) [21] treats the problem of domain adaptation
as an incremental “walking” problem, and samples a limited number of points in
the manifold space to construct a geodesic flow; Geodesic Stream Kernel (GFK) [18]
extends the idea of sampling points in the manifold, and proposes a learning method
for inter-domain geodesic stream kernels; Domain Invariant Projection (DIP) [23, 14]
passed Grasmanian manifolds are used for domain adaptation, but conditional distri-
bution alignment is ignored; Heilinger distance is used to approximate the geodesic
distance in Riemann space, and a Statistical Manifold (SM) is proposed [24]. These
methods solve the problem of domain adaptation from the perspective of subspace
learning, but they lack the registration of probability distributions and still have
limitations for smoke detection and recognition.

In 2018, Wang et al. proposed Manifold Embedded Distribution Alignment
(MEDA) from the perspective of probability distribution adaptation method and
subspace learning method [25], not only using the principle of structural risk min-
imization to learn the domain invariant classifier on manifold domain, but also
aligning the edge distribution and conditional distribution dynamically, which pro-
vides a feasible method for quantitative calculation of adaptive factors. This method
achieves good results in transfer learning classification, but still has the limitation
of lacking feature extraction [26, 27] and original feature space alignment in solving
smoke detection and recognition.

In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a smoke detection model
by combining deep CNN and improved MEDA. This model can realize the transfer
learning classification between various small datasets, and greatly reduce the time
complexity. Firstly, pre-trained Resnet50 network is used for feature transfer to ex-
tract smoke features because of the difficulty in training small dataset of forest fire
smoke; secondly, a correlated manifold embedded distribution alignment (CMEDA)
is proposed to register the smoke features in order to align the input feature dis-
tributions of the source and target domains; finally, a trainable network model is
constructed.

2 DATA FEATURES EXTRACTION IN ALL DOMAINS

This paper explores and compares several CNN models with different parameter set-
tings for forest fire smoke detection, namely, AlexNet, Resnet, VGG, and GoogleNet.
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In these models, AlexNet and GoogleNet use large convolution kernels with sizes of
11× 11 and 7× 7, and with step sizes of 3 and 5, which may ignore important
features of the smoke area. Although VGG uses a small convolution kernel with
a size of 3× 3 and a step size of 1, VGG shallow network depth is not conducive to
processing and extracting the features of each pixel of the smoke image, and VGG
takes up a large space with a size of 528 MB. In addition, compared with Resnet34,
Resnet50 replaces two convolution kernels of 3× 3 with convolution kernels of sizes
1× 1, 3× 3, and 1× 1. With similar time complexity, it is beneficial to process and
extract the features of each pixel of smoke images, with higher accuracy and less
computation. The parameter comparison between Resnet50 and other CNN models
is shown in Table 1. As seen from Table 1, the top-1 accuracy, top-5 accuracy, and
top-5 test error rate of Resnet50 on the ImageNet dataset are better than those of
other state-of-the-art architectures of models. Therefore, this paper improves the
architecture of the Resnet50 model based on the problem of forest fire smoke detec-
tion. The paper first uses the ImageNet dataset and small sample satellite remote
sensing image dataset to fine-tune the parameters of the Resnet50 network model,
then transfers the trained parameters corresponding to the convolutional layer and
removes the fully connected layer to obtain the transfer learning network model, and
finally, uses the above model for feature extraction of smoke and non-smoke images
in the source and target domains.

Model
Parameter

Amount/Million
Top-1 Accuracy

(%)
Top-5 Accuracy

(%)
Top-5 Error

Rate (%)

GoogleNet 60 69.8 89.3 6.7
AlexNet 7 57.5 80.3 16.4
VGG16 138 70.5 91 7.3
Resnet50 256 75.9 92.9 5.25

Table 1. Comparison of Resnet50 and other CNN model parameters

The transfer learning model based on Resnet50 network in this paper is shown
in Figure 1. This model transfers the trained parameters of the model on the Im-
ageNet dataset and the small sample satellite Remote Sensing (RS) image dataset,
removes the fully connected layers, and finally performs feature extraction on the
smoke and images in the two domains. As shown in Figure 1 on the left, the smoke
feature extraction model used in this paper is mainly composed of convolutional
layers and downsampling layers. The model contains a total of 49 convolutional
layers and 4 downsampling layers, of which the first segment is a convolutional layer
composed of a 7× 7× 64 convolution kernel; the second segment consists of three
bottleneck structures, each of which contains three convolutional layers consisting
of 1× 1× 64, 3× 3× 64, and 1× 1× 256 convolution kernels; the third segment
(unshown in Figure 1) is composed of 4 bottleneck structures, and each bottleneck
structure contains three convolution layers consisting of 1× 1× 128, 3× 3× 128,
and 1× 1× 512 convolution kernels; the fourth segment (unshown in Figure 1) is
composed of 6 bottleneck structures, and each bottleneck structure contains three
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convolution layers consisting of 1× 1× 256, 3× 3× 256, and 1× 1× 1 024 con-
volution kernels; the fifth segment is composed of three bottleneck structures, and
each bottleneck structure contains three convolution layers consisting of 1× 1× 512,
3× 3× 512, and 1× 1× 2 048 convolution kernels.
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Figure 1. Transfer learning model based on Resnet50 network

This model is mainly obtained from the Resnet50 network, and the correspond-
ing Resnet50 network training parameters are loaded at the same time. First, the
convolutional layer is constructed based on the Resnet50 network; second, the smoke
dataset is used as input to obtain the parameters of the convolutional layer in the
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trained Resnet50 network on ImageNet; finally, image feature extraction is per-
formed.

3 CORRELATED MANIFOLD EMBEDDED DISTRIBUTION
ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM

From the perspective of the probability distribution adaptation method and the
subspace learning method, MEDA uses the principle of structural risk minimization
to learn the domain-invariant classifier on the manifold domain, and dynamically
aligns the edge distribution and conditional distribution. Therefore, the drift be-
tween domains is greatly reduced. The specific flow of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.

G µ，ƒ 

① ② 

Source

Target

Figure 2. The idea of the manifold distribution registration method. 1○ Transform the
features in the original space into the manifold space by learning the manifold kernel G.
2○ Align dynamically the distributions through learning the adaptive factor µ, and learn

the final domain-invariant classifier f through structural risk minimization in the manifold
space.

Compared with the features of the original space, the features of the manifold
space have some good geometric structures, which can avoid the distortion of the fea-
tures. Therefore, to eliminate the degenerate feature transformation, the manifold
feature learning is an important processing step. When learning manifold feature
transformations, MEDA uses d-dimensional subspaces to model the data domain,
and then embeds these subspaces into the manifold G.

After obtaining the manifold characteristics, in order to dynamically measure
the relative importance of the edge distribution and the conditional distribution,
MEDA introduced an adaptive factor to adaptively balance the two distributions.
In formal language, the adaptive distributed adaptation Df can be expressed as:

Df (Ds,Dt) = (1− µ)Df (Ps, Pt) + µ

C∑
c=1

D
(c)
f (Qs, Qt) (1)
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where µ ∈ [0, 1] represents the adaptive factor, c ∈ {1, · · ·, C} is a category indi-

cation. Df (Ps, Pt) represents edge distribution adaptation, D
(c)
f (Qs, Qt) indicates

a conditional distribution adaptation to category c.
MEDA uses Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to calculate the difference

between two probability distributions. The MMD distance between two probability
distributions p and q is defined as d2 (p, q) = (Ep [φ (Zs)]− Eq [φ (Zt)])

2
HK

, where HK

is the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) expanded by the feature map φ(•),
and E (•) is the mean of the embedded samples. Finally, MEDA summarizes the
manifold learning and dynamic distribution alignment, and learns the final domain-
invariant classifier through structural risk minimization:

f = arg min
f∈

∑n
i=1HK

l (f (g (xi)) , yi) + η ‖f‖2K + λDf (Ds,Dt) + ρRf (Ds,Dt). (2)

In the formula, g (xi) represents learning manifold features, Df (Ds,Dt) repre-
sents dynamically aligned edge distribution and conditional distribution, and
Rf (Ds,Dt) is a regularization term. This part can better learn the geometric prop-
erties of the closest point in the manifold space. MEDA is the first attempt to deal
with degraded feature conversion and unassessed distribution alignment challenges.
It has achieved a good result in classification accuracy, but it still has limitations in
the detection and recognition of smoke images. If the input features of the two fields
are first distributed and aligned in the original space before manifold feature learn-
ing, the two fields will be better registered and the classification accuracy will be
higher. Therefore, this paper proposes the CMEDA module. The CMEDA module
adds an input feature distribution alignment section to the MEDA module. The in-
put feature distribution alignment first removes the feature correlation of the source
domain, then re-associates the target domain, and finally adds the association of
the target domain to the source characteristics. The process is shown in Figure 3.

In the original space, the input feature distributions of the source and target
domains are aligned by comparing the second-order statistics of the two domains.
This method can minimize the domain offset. In order to minimize the distance
between the second-order statistics (covariance) of the two domains, this paper per-
forms a linear transformation on the original source features and uses the Frobenius
norm as the matrix distance metric, as follows:

min
A
‖CŜ −CT‖2F = min

A

∥∥ATCSA−CT

∥∥2
F
. (3)

Calculated A:

A = USE =
(
USΣS

1
2 US

T
)(

UT [1:r]ΣT [1:r]

1
2 UT [1:r]

T
)
. (4)

USΣS

1
2 US

T in A can be regarded as removing the feature correlation of the source

domain, and UT [1:r]ΣT [1:r]

1
2 UT [1:r]

T can be regarded as re-associating the target do-
main and adding the association of the target domain to the source characteristic.
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① ② 

Source

Target

Figure 3. Associated alignment input feature distribution. 1○ Remove the feature corre-
lation of the source domain and keep the target domain unchanged. 2○ Re-associate the
target domain, add the correlation of the target domain to the source characteristics, and
obtain the feature distribution which is aligned between the source domain and the target
domain.

Therefore, the CMEDA module consists of three parts: the first part is the
association alignment input feature distribution, the second part is the manifold
feature learning, and the third part is the dynamic alignment of the edge distribution
and the conditional distribution. The overall flowchart of the module is shown in
Figure 4.

In manifold feature learning, Ss and St are used to represent the subspace of
the source and target domains after Principal Component Analysis (PCA), respec-
tively, then G can be regarded as a set of all d-dimensional subspaces. Each d-
dimensional primitive subspace can be viewed as a point on G and the geode-
tic line {Φ (t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} between two points can form a path between two sub-
spaces.

Let Ss = Φ (0), St = Φ (1), finding a geodesic from Φ (0) to Φ (1) is equivalent
to transforming the original features into a space of infinite dimensions, and finally
reducing the drift between domains. In particular, features in a manifold space can
be represented as Z = Φ(t)TX. The inner product of the transformed features zi

and zj defines a semi-positive definite GFK.

〈zi, zj〉 =

∫ 1

0

(
Φ(t)Txi

)T (
Φ(t)Txj

)
dt = xi

TGxj. (5)

Therefore, through Z =
√

GX, the features in the original space can be transformed
into Grassmann manifold space, and the kernel G can be efficiently calculated by
matrix singular value decomposition.

In addition, because the target domain data Dt has no labels, it is not feasi-
ble to directly evaluate the conditional probability distribution Qt = Qt (yt |Zt ) of
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the target domain, and when the number of samples is large enough, Qt (Zt |yt )
and Qt have a good similarity. The class conditional probability Qt (Zt |yt ) is used
to approximate Qt. To approximate Qt (Zt |yt ), a weak classifier is trained on the
source domain Ds, and then this weak classifier is used to predict on Dt to ob-
tain pseudo-labels in the target domain. Since the confidence of these pseudo-
labels may not be high, this weak classifier can iteratively modify the prediction
results.

① ② 

Source

Target

③ 

Figure 4. CMEDA flowchart. 1○ Remove the feature correlation of the source domain
and add the correlation of the target domain to the source features to obtain the feature
distribution of the source domain aligned with the target domain in the original space.
2○ Transform the distribution-aligned features in the original space into the manifold space

by learning the manifold kernel. 3○ Align adaptively the distribution in the manifold
space by learning adaptive factors, and learn the final domain-invariant classifier through
structural risk minimization.

4 FOREST FIRE SMOKE DETECTION METHOD BASED
ON DC-CMEDA

The main purpose of the forest fire smoke detection method is to construct a classi-
fication algorithm which is able to realize the migration of trace datasets to achieve
forest fire smoke detection. The structure of the DC-CMEDA model is shown in
Figure 5. The model first uses Resnet50 to extract N-dimensional features from the
source and target domain data. Then the source and target domain features are pro-
cessed by the CMEDA module, that is, the input distribution features are aligned,
and the structural risk minimization method is used to learn the domain-invariant
classifier in the Grassmann manifold. Meanwhile, dynamic distribution alignment
is performed by considering the different importance of edge distribution and con-
ditional distribution, and finally, transfer classification of smoke images from source
domain to target domain is realized.
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Resnet50
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Figure 5. DC-CMEDA model structure

In transfer learning, we use the Resnet50 model based on the ImageNet dataset
as a CNN model to extract smoke features for each image. Experiments show that
the network trained on the ImageNet dataset has better generalization ability.

During the transfer from the source domain to the target domain, the CMEDA
module aligns the input distribution features of the two domains to improvement
of the accuracy of image detection. CMEDA not only learned the domain-invariant
classifier on the manifold domain by using the principle of structural risk minimiza-
tion, but also dynamically aligned the edge distribution and conditional distribution.
Experiments show that the CMEDA network significantly increases the accuracy of
smoke detection compared with the MEDA network.

This method performs feature extraction and transfer classification on images
in two domains (satellite remote sensing and video images) and it outputs two types
of results (smoked and smokeless). The main steps of the experimental algorithm
are as follows.

Algorithm DC-CMEDA

Input: Source domain dataset {Simagei : 1 ≤ i ≤M},
Target domain dataset {Timagej : 1 ≤ j ≤ N}

Output: Classifier f
1: Preprocess Source and Target domain datasets: Adjust Simagei and Timagej

to resolutions of 3× 224× 224 and transform randomly and normalize them
2: Construct transfer learning model based on Resnet50 network
3: Perform feature extraction on Simagei and Timagej ,

get feature matrices Xs and Xt, and get source domain label ys

4: Obtain the feature distribution of the source domain aligned with the target domain
in the original space by Xs

′ = Xs ∗A, and get data matrix X = (Xs
′,Xt)

5: Train a weak classifier using Ds, then apply the classifier to predict pseudo-label ŷt

in target domain Ds

6: repeat
7: Calculate the adaptive factor µ using Formula (1) and obtain f via Formula (2)
8: Update the label of Dt : ŷt = f (Xt)
9: until Convergence
10: return Classifier f
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

5.1 Experimental Dataset

This paper studies the transfer learning classification technology between smoke
images of different resolution videos in a forest fire video monitoring system. Satellite
remote sensing images and video images are selected as experimental data. For
satellite remote sensing (RS) images, a large amount of data are available, the
cost is low, and it is easy to apply in the real world. When a relatively obvious
smoke image is detected, it means that the fire is already very large, and timely
feedback and disaster relief cannot be achieved. The video images can just overcome
the shortcomings of satellite remote sensing (RS) images which are unable to offer
real-time feed back. Video images can quickly capture the fire situation and give
real-time feedback, but they still have the disadvantage that they are unable to
be automatically interpreted. The transfer learning of satellite remote sensing (RS)
images and video images can give full play to their respective advantages and achieve
the effect of real-time and automatic interpretation. The dataset in this paper is
derived from the Academy of Forestry of Shanxi Province, China.

Figure 6. Image sample map

5.2 Experimental Evaluation Criteria

This paper uses Precision, Recall, and the Harmony Mean F1 of both Precision
and Recall to measure the network performance, so that images with smoke are
positive and images with no smoke are negative. The calculation formula is as
follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (6)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (7)
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Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (8)

F1 =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
. (9)

TP means to predict positive class as positive class; TN means to predict nega-
tive classes as negative classes; FP means to predict negative class as positive class;
FN means to predict positive class as negative class.

5.3 Results and Analyses

The followings are four comparative experiments in this paper. Experiment 1 shows
the comparison of the parameters on the video image sample dataset and the satellite
remote sensing sample dataset by applying the Resnet50 method and other meth-
ods. Experiment 2 gives a comparison of detection results of several domain adaptive
methods based on Resnet50 network. Experiment 3 compares DC-CMEDA-based
forest fire smoke detection methods with other state-of-the-art methods. Experi-
ment 4 gives a comparison of the effects of Resnet modules on the DC-CMEDA
algorithm.

The experimental dataset includes a small sample set of 200 satellite remote
sensing (RS) images and 200 video images. Different image distributions represent
two different domains. Each domain includes 100 images with smoke and 100 images
with no smoke.

5.3.1 Experiment 1

In transfer learning, the Resnet50 network is compared with other CNN networks.
Tables 2 and 3 show the comparison of the parameters on the video image sample
dataset and the satellite remote sensing sample dataset by applying the Resnet50
method and other methods. In this paper, the cross-validation method is used to
divide the sample set in each domain into training set, validation set, and test set
in proportion. Among them, the training set accounts for 50 % of the total sample
(50 images with smoke and 50 images with no smoke), and the validation set and
test set each account for 25 % (each contains 25 images with smoke and 25 images
with no smoke).

As can be seen from Table 2, the accuracy of the video image sample dataset
using AlexNet and GoogleNet is the lowest, and the false positive and false negative
score the worst. The detection results using VGG16 are better than the detection
results using AlexNet and GoogleNet. But compared with the Resnet50 model, the
accuracy of VGG16 is still lower and the false positive is higher. Among AlexNet,
GoogleNet, VGG16, and Resnet50, Resnet50 has achieved the best results, which
are 16.67 % in false positive, 11.54 % in false negative, and 86.00 % in accuracy.

Table 3 shows the satellite remote sensing verification set. The accuracy of the
AlexNet, GoogleNet, and VGG16 models is also lower than that of the Resnet50
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Model False Positive (%) False Negative (%) Accuracy (%)

AlexNet 30.43 29.62 70.00
GoogleNet 26.09 25.93 74.00
VGG16 24.00 16.00 80.00
Resnet50 16.67 11.54 86.00

Table 2. Accuracy of video image sample set during training

model, and the false positive and false negative scores are also relatively poor com-
pared to the Resnet50. That is, the experimental verification of the satellite remote
sensing set using Resnet50 has relatively good results, of which false positive is
16.67 %, false negative is 19.23 %, and the accuracy is 82.00 %. Therefore, the per-
formance of the Resnet50 model is better than other models.

Model False Positive (%) False Negative (%) Accuracy (%)

AlexNet 29.17 26.92 72.00
GoogleNet 26.09 25.93 74.00
VGG16 17.39 25.93 78.00
Resnet50 16.67 19.23 82.00

Table 3. Accuracy of satellite remote sensing sample set during training

Based on the analyses and summaries of the results in Tables 2 and 3, the
following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Learning model parameters through transfer learning can reduce the number
of samples required for a dataset. But for too small sample datasets, even the
most advanced CNN networks have low accuracy in recognition and classification
detection due to the inability to fully adjust the parameters.

2. The model parameters in the experiment are obtained from the pre-trained
model migration based on the ImageNet dataset, so there are fewer satellite
remote sensing smoke images in the ImageNet dataset. Therefore, comparing
Table 2 with Table 3, it is found that the accuracy under the satellite remote
sensing verification set is significantly lower than the accuracy under the video
image verification set.

3. The accuracy of both the satellite remote sensing verification set and the video
image verification set is better than other CNN networks due to the advantages
of the size of the convolution kernel and the depth of the network in the Resnet50
network model.

5.3.2 Experiment 2

This part uses the Resnet50 network along with JDA, BDA, GFK, MEDA and
CMEDA methods for testing and comparison. Table 4 shows the compared results
of false positives, false negatives, and accuracy of various detection and recognition
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methods of the satellite remote sensing sample set as the source domain and the
video image sample set as the target domain. Table 5 shows the comparison between
the source domain, the video image sample set and the target domain, the satellite
remote sensing sample set.

As seen from Table 4, when the satellite remote sensing sample set is used
as the source domain and the video image sample set as the target domain, the
transfer effect of MEDA is obviously better than that of GFK, TDA and BDA
either from the perspective of false positives and false negatives or from the per-
spective of accuracy. However, when MEDA is compared with the CMEDA mod-
ule, the combined CMEDA has a better effect in experimental verification. In
CMEDA, false positive is 4.81 %, false negative is 3.13 %, and the accuracy is
96.00 %.

Model False Positive (%) False Negative (%) Accuracy (%)

GFK 18.18 11.88 85.00
JDA 11.32 9.57 89.50
BDA 8.82 8.16 91.50
MEDA 7.29 3.85 94.50
CMEDA 4.81 3.13 96.00

Table 4. Transfer accuracy of satellite remote sensing images to video images

As seen from Table 5, when the video image sample set is used as the source do-
main and the satellite remote sensing sample set as the target domain, the transfer
effect of CMEDA is much better than that of GFK, TDA, BDA, and even better
than MEDA. In CMEDA, false positive is 11.76 %, false negative is 9.18 %, the ac-
curacy is 89.50 %, and the accuracy is significantly improved by 2.00 % comparing
with that of MEDA.

Model False Positive (%) False Negative (%) Accuracy (%)

GFK 21.43 18.63 80.00
JDA 16.19 15.79 84.00
BDA 15.89 13.98 85.00
MEDA 13.08 11.83 87.50
CMEDA 11.76 9.18 89.50

Table 5. Transfer accuracy of video images to satellite remote sensing images

Based on the analyses and summaries of the results in Tables 4 and 5, the
conclusions are drawn as follows.

1. GFK, JDA, and BDA solve the domain adaptation problem by taking either
subspace learning method only or probability distribution adaptation method
only into consideration while MEDA applies the two methods simultaneously,
and thus has a better transfer effect.
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2. The input feature distributions of the source and target domains in CMEDA are
aligned in the original space before the manifold feature learning is conducted,
so the improved CMEDA module performs better than MEDA.

3. The parameters of the CNN network model are obtained from transfering a pre-
trained model based on the ImageNet dataset, so the accuracy of transfering from
video image to satellite remote sensing image is lower than that of transfering
from satellite remote sensing image to video image.

5.3.3 Experiment 3

This part compares the deep convolutional long-term short-term memory network
(DC-ILSTM) proposed by Wei et al. in [2] and the smoke detection method using
convolution and recursive network proposed by Filonenko et al. in [3] to verify the
detection effect of the DC-CMEDA method shown in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6 shows the accuracy test results transfered from satellite remote sensing
images to video images. After having tested the two methods in [2] and [3], this
paper uses satellite remote sensing images to train the model and to fine-tune the
parameters, and uses video images as the test set to verify the detection effect.
Table 6 shows that the DC-CMEDA method proposed in this paper has an efficient
detection effect, and the accuracy is as high as 96.0 %.

Performance Filonenko’s Method [3] DC-ILSTM [2] DC-CMEDA

Accuracy (%) 93.5 94.5 96.0
Precision (%) 93.3 93.4 94.9
Recall (%) 94.2 96.2 96.8
F1 (%) 93.7 94.8 95.8

Table 6. Accuracy test results transfered from satellite remote sensing images to video
images

Table 7 shows the test results of the accuracy transfered from video images to
satellite remote sensing images. Models are trained with video images, the param-
eters are fine-tuned, and satellite remote sensing images are used as the test set to
verify the detection effect. As shown in Table 7, after our having tested the two
methods in [2] and [3], and our own method DC-CMEDA, the DC-CMEDA method
proposed in this paper has an efficient detection effect, and the accuracy is as high
as 89.5 %.

The analyses and summaries of the results in Tables 6 and 7 show that in
terms of small sample datasets, the DC-CMEDA method proposed in this paper
has a more efficient detection effect than other most advanced methods. Take the
precision, recall, and the harmonic mean F1 of the former two into consideration,
the proposed DC-CMEDA method performs the best.
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Performance Filonenko’s Method [3] DC-ILSTM [2] DC-CMEDA

Accuracy (%) 83.0 85.5 89.5
Precision (%) 82.5 86.2 88.1
Recall (%) 82.5 83.5 90.8
F1 (%) 82.5 84.8 89.4

Table 7. Accuracy test results transfered from video images to satellite remote sensing
images

5.3.4 Experiment 4

Under the condition of applying video images and satellite remote sensing smoke im-
ages small datasets to DC-CMEDA, the convergence accuracy and convergence speed
of the DC-CMEDA-based algorithms are contrasted after combining the CMEDA
module with module Resnet34 and module Resnet50, respectively. The experimen-
tal results are shown in Figure 7. The red line chart in Figure 7 shows the accuracy
of each iteration in the process of learning the video image sample dataset and
predicting the satellite remote sensing sample dataset. The blue line chart shows
the accuracy of each iteration in the process of learning the satellite remote sensing
sample dataset and predicting the video image sample dataset.

The experimental results show that (1) the convergence accuracy and conver-
gence speed of the DC-CMEDA algorithm combined with Resnet50 module are
better than those of the DC-CMEDA algorithm combined with Resnet34 module.
Taking convergence speed and small sample datasets into consideration, this pa-
per does not discuss cases combined with other Resnet size except Resnet34 and
Resnet50. (2) The domain adaptive algorithm in the DC-CMEDA has converged
once the number of iterations is less than 10 times. It is clear that under the same
accuracy condition, the number of CMEDA iterations is much less than 150 times
of the ILSTM algorithm, an example as in deep convolution integration [2], and the
algorithm complexity of CMEDA is lower than that of ILSTM. The convergence
speed of DC-CMEDA is much higher than that of other deep convolution integrated
smoke detection methods [2, 3].

6 CONCLUSION

Aiming at solving the problem of small sample datasets in certain scenes in the
forest fire smoke detection, this paper proposes a DC-CMEDA model. This model
not only performs feature extraction on a small sample dataset of forest fires on
a deep transfer learning architecture, it also proposes a smoke feature registration in
combination with the CMEDA module. In the experiments, the model was evaluated
based on satellite remote sensing image and video image datasets, and compared
with various state-of-the-art forest fire smoke detection methods. The results show
that, in terms of detection performance, the model discussed in this paper detects
smoke faster and meanwhile, the detection accuracy is higher than other methods.
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Figure 7. Convergence rate comparison

Among the various methods of smoke detection, the use of domain adaptive methods
has not been reported. This paper first attempts to combine domain adaptation with
deep transfer learning to solve the smoke detection problem. In the next stage of
our work, we need to further optimize the model to improve the accuracy of forest
fire smoke detection.
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